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 Oracle database 10g. Please help me on this issue. A: Are you using jython in your jython script? If yes, it's your script that's
wrong, not the driver: import jc.db.Database; import jc.db.driver.DatabaseConnection; try { DatabaseConnection conn = new
DatabaseConnection(); conn.db.execute("SOME SQL STATEMENT"); } catch(Exception e) { e.printStackTrace(); } Is the

JDBC driver you're using (jc.db.driver.DatabaseConnection) an unpackaged driver? If so, you need to pass your driver jar file
to the JDBC driver (you can see how in a script, or with the following command line: java -cp jc.db.driver.jar:classpath

com.mycompany.MyDriverClass By the way, the main reason to use oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver and
oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleConnection is to avoid Java-specific classes that are not portable across platforms. Q: How to remove

all SQL syntax highlighting (and highlighting of keywords) from JTextFields in Netbeans? I'm having problems with
highlighting keywords in a JTextField, the keywords appear as highlighted in Netbeans IDE. I want to remove this highlighting,
is there a way to do it? I've seen this question but it doesn't seem to solve my problem. A good starting point is to check the key
bindings for the editor. The description will give you the keywords you are using. You can then check if those keys are bound to

anything in the editor. This can be done through the Options->Keyboard menu. DESCRIPTION (Applicant's abstract):
Influenza is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in all age groups, in the USA every year, there are approximately 50,000

deaths, 90,000 hospitalizations, and one million outpatient visits. Primary care physicians (PCPs) can affect the ability of
patients to contract, transmit and/or recover from influenza infections. There is a large body of evidence supporting the efficacy
of vaccination with influenza in preventing both laboratory-confirmed and clinically-ill influenza infections. The long term goals

of this application are to establish an innovative managed 82157476af
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